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A B S T R A C T   

This paper investigates the accuracy and robustness of car-following (CF) and adaptive cruise 
control (ACC) models in reproducing measured trajectories of commercial ACCs. To this aim, a 
general modelling framework is proposed, in which ACC and CF models have been incrementally 
augmented with physics-based extensions: namely, perception delay, linear or nonlinear vehicle 
dynamics, and acceleration constraints. This framework has been applied to the Intelligent Driver 
Model (IDM), Gipps’ model, and to three basic ACC algorithms. These are linear controllers which 
are coupled with a constant time-headway spacing policy, and with two other policies derived 
from the traffic flow theory: the IDM desired distance function, and Gipps’ equilibrium distance- 
speed function. The ninety models resulting from the combination of the five base models with 
the aforementioned extensions, have been assessed and compared through a vast calibration and 
validation experiment against measured trajectory data of vehicles driven by ACC systems. 
Overall, the study has shown that physics-based extensions provide limited improvements to the 
accuracy of existing models. In addition, if an investigation against measured data is not carried 
out, it is not possible to argue which extension is the most suited for a specific model. The linear 
controller with Gipps’ spacing policy has resulted the most accurate model, while the IDM the 
most robust to different input trajectories. Eventually, all models have failed to capture the 
behaviour of some car brands – just as models fail with some human drivers. Therefore, the choice 
of the “best” model is independent of the car brand to simulate.   

1. Introduction 

Accurate simulation of mixed traffic, including human-driven vehicles (HVs) and automated vehicles (AVs) is crucial to develop 
cooperative, connected, and automated mobility (CCAM) technologies and assess their impacts on safety, traffic efficiency and related 
externalities (Alonso Raposo et al., 2019). Car-following models (CF) and adaptive cruise control algorithms (ACC) have been pro-
posed to mimic longitudinal dynamics of HVs and AVs, respectively. 

There exists a vast literature on modelling HVs through behavioural CF models. Since the true underlying human driving process is 
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unknown, several formulations coexist in the field literature, though based on completely different assumptions (e.g., Wiedemann, 
1974; Gipps, 1981; Bando et al., 1995; Treiber et al., 2000). Although theoretical properties, advantages, and drawbacks of these 
models have been confronted in the literature, and are very well known, it has been never demonstrated the “dominance” of one model 
over all others i.e., one model outperforming all others in any situation, in terms of accuracy. In fact, previous studies showed that 
residual errors from calibration against HV trajectories vary from one trajectory to another more than from one model to another (see 
e.g., Brockfeld et al., 2004; Ranjitkar et al., 2004). Thus, there are trajectories which are reasonably reproduced by most of the models, 
and others which all models fail to mimic at an acceptable degree of accuracy (Punzo and Simonelli, 2005; Punzo et al., 2021; another 
investigation also showed that, given a specific model, variation in output errors is due to variation in input trajectories more than to 
variation in parameters; Punzo et al., 2015). After all, these results are not unexpected, since the complex and heterogeneous 
mechanisms behind human driving behaviours are only partially captured by CF models. These are simple stimulus–response re-
lationships which describe the driver-vehicle unit motion phenomenologically i.e., without disentangling the human decision-making 
process from the vehicle control loop (Rothery, 2001; Saifuzzaman and Zheng, 2014). Therefore, CF models do not include lower-level 
dynamics concerning vehicle and road characteristics like e.g., mechanical actuation delays or motor constraints (with few exceptions, 
see e.g., Ni, 2011). 

Conversely, a number of ACC algorithms have been proposed to mimic longitudinal dynamics of AVs in a traffic simulation, just as 
CF models have been applied to simulate HVs (see e.g., Darbha et al., 1994; Shladover et al., 2012; Milanés and Shladover 2014, Gunter 
et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2021; for a review, see Yu et al., 2021). Since ACC algorithms represent only the upper-level logic of 
complicated controllers, they are usually found coupled with lower-level dynamics at different levels of detail. They include linear and 
nonlinear vehicle dynamics (Xiao et al., 2017), acceleration constraints (He et al., 2020a) and perception delays (Gunter et al., 2020). 

All that said, CF models and ACC algorithms are conceptually equivalent. CF models can be thought of as upper-level controllers 
(like ACC algorithms), if we assume that the model output is just the desired control signal (acceleration or speed)before the actuation. 
Conversely, we may think of ACC models as simple CF models. Therefore, from a modelling viewpoint there is no reason to prefer CF 
models to simulate HVs, and ACC algorithms to simulate AVs. After all, when simulating a mixed traffic, we retain almost the same 
level of ignorance about the true dynamics of HVs and AVs. We do not know the true logics that inspire human driver behaviours, just 
as we do not know the ones that are coded in commercial AV controllers (unless manufacturers disclosed their proprietary algorithms). 
In addition, they both share a high degree of heterogeneity, which is due to the heterogeneity of drivers’ performances in CF models, 
and to the heterogeneity of controller settings among AV manufacturers.1 

Therefore, once the conceptual equivalence of CF models and ACC algorithms is acknowledged, a number of questions arise. First, 
one may wonder how much the accuracy of CF models can be improved by augmenting them with perception delays and detailed 
lower-level dynamics such as actuation lags and vehicle constraints, which are usually applied when simulating AVs (see e.g., Treiber 
et al., 2006; Makridis et al., 2019; He et al., 2020a). Not considering perception delays and detailed lower-level dynamics has been 
pointed out as a possible harm to the accuracy and validity of such models (for example, Wang, 2018, showed that both perception 
delay and vehicle dynamics are key in CF and ACC models to realistically reproduce string instability of traffic. Another example is 
Treiber et al., 2006, who incorporated some overlooked aspects into CF models e.g., delays and estimation errors, which have sig-
nificant influence on vehicle behaviour. Eventually, Makridis et al., 2019, demonstrated that coupling traditional CF models and 
lower-level dynamics produces a more realistic traffic flow behaviour at both microscopic and macroscopic levels). 

Second, what is the ability of ACC algorithms from the field literature to capture the actual dynamics of commercial ACC vehicles? 
Since ACC algorithms are not usually calibrated on observed AVs trajectories, with few exceptions (e.g., Gunter et al., 2019, Wang 
et al., 2021), the extent to which the dynamics they describe are close to those of the (undisclosed) ACC algorithms in commercial 
vehicles, is almost unknown. In addition, since ACCs from the literature are coupled with several formulations of lower-level dynamics 
at different levels of detail, a systematic investigation is necessary to assess the contribution of each physics-based extension to the 
accuracy of simulation results. 

Eventually, are there any significant differences in the ability to capture AVs driving behaviours between the two classes of models 
– CF and ACC – once they are augmented with the same physics-based extensions? 

To answer these questions, this paper develops a comparison framework that allows confronting different models, each one 
augmented with physics-based extensions of increasing complexity. To this end, all possible combinations of five base models (CF and 
ACC) with different extensions, including perception delay, linear or nonlinear vehicle dynamics, and acceleration constraints, are 
calibrated against measured vehicle trajectory data from commercial AVs.2 

As base models, two CF models, namely the IDM (Treiber et al., 2000) and Gipps’ model (Gipps, 1981), and three ACC algorithms 
have been tested. Applied ACCs consist of a linear controller (e.g., Li et al., 2017) coupled with three different spacing policies. These 
are a Constant Time Headway (CTH) spacing policy (e.g., Zheng et al., 2016), and other two policies derived from the traffic flow 
theory: the IDM desired distance function, and Gipps’ equilibrium distance-speed function. To the best of our knowledge, the approach 
of coupling a linear control law with spacing policies derived from the car-following theory is novel in the literature. 

As a result, 90 different models (i.e., 5 base models per 18 variants each) have been calibrated, each one against open-source 

1 In a modelling perspective, the only true difference between HVs and AVs is that the logic of AVs is not expected to be stochastic in time, 
opposite to HVs, see e.g., the stochastic variability of human drivers’ reaction times which has motivated a number of studies e.g., Treiber and 
Kesting, 2018; Tian et al., 2019.  

2 On the contrary of HV trajectories, AV ones should not be stochastic in time. Therefore, model calibration is not expected to be affected by the 
noise due to this stochasticity. 
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trajectories gathered on 7 platooning experiments with four high-end vehicles controlled by ACC systems (Audi, Tesla, Mercedes, and 
BMW), following a platoon leader (Makridis et al., 2021). Models calibrated against a vehicle trajectory in a platoon, have been cross- 
validated against trajectories from other platoons. While the calibration sets a common and fair basis for model comparison, the cross- 
validation is necessary to avoid the comparison to be biased by model overfitting. 

The proposed methodology has enabled two analyses. The first has aimed at investigating the impact of physics-based extensions on 
model accuracy, independently of the specific model. The second analysis has been a quantitative comparison of the prediction 
capability and robustness of the five model classes. As a result, it has been also possible to verify whether the consolidated habit of 
applying linear control laws – and not CF models – to simulate AVs has significance in practice. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the unified modelling framework adopted in this study, 
which includes five base models and three types of physics-based extensions. Section 3 describes the field platoon data applied for 
model calibration and validation. Section 4 provides the methodology and the design of experiments. Sections 5 and 6 discuss the 
calibration and validation results, respectively. Eventually, Section 7 draws the study conclusion. 

2. Modelling framework 

The modelling framework applied in this work is presented in Fig. 1. The framework is applied to both behavioural CF models and 
ACC algorithms. Through the framework, we have also clarified the equivalence between behavioural CF models and ACC algorithms 
from a modelling standpoint. Indeed, both types of models are augmented with lower-level dynamics of increasing complexity. 

The five base models studied here are the IDM and Gipps’ CF model, and three ACC algorithms that adopt a linear control law 
coupled with a CTH spacing policy (L-CTH), and with two new spacing policies derived from the IDM and Gipps’ models (L-IDM and L- 
Gipps, respectively). Each base model has been formulated in 18 variants, which account for all possible combinations of a base model 
formulation with physics-based enhancements, including perception delay, vehicle dynamics and acceleration constraints, at 
increasing level of complexity. 

The base model returns the acceleration command an,cmd(t) to be executed by the ego vehicle n at time t as a function of model 
parameters and of the following inputs: the ego vehicle speed vn

(
t − τp

)
, the inter-vehicle (bumper-to-bumper) spacing sn

(
t − τp

)
=

xn− 1
(
t − τp

)
− xn

(
t − τp

)
− ln− 1 and the relative speed Δvn

(
t − τp

)
= vn− 1

(
t − τp

)
− vn

(
t − τp

)
from a preceding vehicle n − 1, where xi 

denotes the longitudinal position of vehicle i, li the vehicle length and τp a perception delay (for τp, see Section 2.2.3). The acceleration 
command is then transformed into a control signal acting on the dynamical system of the ego vehicle (Section 2.2.1). Acceleration 
constraints are eventually applied, providing the vehicle acceleration (an(t)) (these constraints are due, for instance, to limited motor 
acceleration capabilities; see Section 2.2.2). 

Ego vehicle kinematics are obtained by coupling the CF/ACC model with the equation of motion. In numerical integration, a 
ballistic integration scheme is typically adopted (Treiber et al., 2006; Treiber and Kanagaraj, 2015): 

⎧
⎨

⎩

vn(t) = vn(t − Δt) + an(t) ⋅ Δt

xn(t) = xn(t − Δt) +
vn(t) + vn(t − Δt)

2
⋅ Δt

(1)  

where Δt is the numerical integration step. The nomenclature used in the paper is reported in Table 1. 

2.1. Base models 

In the proposed modelling framework, the base model defines the acceleration command (an,cmd) to the ACC vehicle in response to 
perceived kinematic states, e.g., sn and Δvn. The five base models studied in this work are presented in the next sub-sections. 

Fig. 1. Unified modelling framework.  
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2.1.1. IDM model 
The Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) is developed by Treiber et al. (2000) and is widely investigated in the traffic flow theory 

literature (see e.g., Ward and Wilson, 2011; Treiber and Kesting, 2011; Montanino et al., 2021; Montanino and Punzo, 2021): 

an,cmd(t) = amax ⋅

(

1 −

(
vn(t)

v0

)δ

−

(
sn,des(t)

sn(t)

)2
)

(2)  

where an,cmd is the acceleration command to be applied by the ego vehicle, i.e., transformed into control signals of the throttle and 
brake pedals; amax indicates the maximum acceleration rate; v0 is the desired speed, which represents the set speed of the onboard ACC 
system in this work; sn,des indicates the desired inter-vehicle spacing; δ is an exponent factor. 

The desired spacing policy (sn,des) in the IDM model is calculated as: 

sn,des(t) = s0 +max
(

0, thvn(t) −
vn(t)Δvn(t)

2 ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
− amaxamin

√

)

(3)  

where s0 is the minimum desired spacing; th denotes the desired time headway; amin is the comfort deceleration rate (negative). 

2.1.2. Gipps’ model 
Gipps’ model (Gipps, 1981) specifies a safe inter-vehicle spacing and plans the vehicle speed for following instants (for a review see 

Ciuffo et al., 2012). Therefore, the acceleration command (an,cmd) is derived from the planned and the current speeds: 

an,cmd(t) =
(
vn,cmd(t + th) − vn(t)

)/
th (4)  

where th is an “apparent” reaction time, and vn,cmd denotes the safe speed planned by Gipps’ model that considers two driving regimes. 
The former is a free-flow regime where a vehicle accelerates to its desired speed, following a pre-defined acceleration pattern (a 
generalized acceleration pattern can be found in Ciuffo et al., 2012). The latter is a car-following regime where the vehicle plans a 
speed value which allows for a safe stop even in the occurrence of a hard deceleration of the preceding vehicle. The vehicle chooses the 
minimum between these two speed values: 

Table 1 
Nomenclature.  

Variables    
t Time (s) âmin The following vehicle estimate of the preceding vehicle deceleration 

rate (m/s2, negative) 
an Acceleration (m/s2) of the ego vehicle ks Factor (s− 2) for the deviation from the desired spacing 
vn ,vn− 1 Speed (m/s) of vehicles n (ego) and n − 1 (preceding) kv Factor (s− 1) for the speed difference between vehicles n and n − 1 
xn,xn− 1 Position (m) of vehicles n (ego) and n − 1 (preceding) k0 Factor (s− 1) for the deviation from the set speed 
sn Inter-vehicle spacing (m), xn− 1 − xn − ln− 1 τp Perception delay (s) 
sn,des Desired inter-vehicle spacing (m) τa Actuation lag (s) 
Δvn Speed difference (m/s),vn− 1 − vn f0, f1, f2 Road load coefficients (N, kg/s, and kg/m, respectively) 
Δsn Spacing error (m), sn,des − sn rw Wheel radius (m) 
an,cmd Acceleration command (m/s2) of the ACC system m Vehicle mass (kg) 
vn,cmd Speed command (m/s) of the ACC system g Gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s2) 
an,0 Unconstrained vehicle acceleration (m/s2) φ Equivalent inertial mass factor 
Ft ,Tt ,at Tractive force (N), torque (Nm), and acceleration (m/s2) alb Lower acceleration bound (m/s2) 
Fr Total resistance force including aerodynamics, rolling, and 

grade resistances 
aub Upper acceleration bound (m/s2)     

α Road slope (rad) Acronyms  
aap Acceleration potential (m/s2) ACC Adaptive Cruise Control 
adp Deceleration potential (m/s2, negative) IDM Intelligent Driver Model   

CTH Constant Time Headway 
Parameters  MFC Microsimulation free-flow acceleration boundary model 
Δt Time step (s), 0.1 s L-CTH Linear ACC with the spacing policy of Constant Time Headway 
ln− 1 Length (m) of the preceding vehicle L-IDM Linear ACC with the spacing policy of IDM-desired 
v0 Set speed (m/s) of the ACC system L-Gipps Linear ACC with the spacing policy of Gipps-equilibrium 
s0 Minimum spacing (m) at standstill condition GoF Goodness-of-Fit function 
th Time headway (s) MoP Measure of Performance 
δ Exponent factor of the IDM model RMSE Root Mean Square Error 
θ Delay factor (s) in Gipps’ model NRMSE Normalized RMSE 
amax Maximum acceleration (m/s2) CV Coefficient of Variation 
amin Comfort deceleration rate (m/s2, negative) IQR Interquartile range  
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vn,cmd(t + th) = min

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

vn(t) + 2.5amaxth ⋅
(

1 −
vn(t)

v0

)(

0.025 +
vn(t)

v0

)0.5

,

amin ⋅
(th

2
+ θ
)
+

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

amin
2 ⋅
(th

2
+ θ
)2

− amin ⋅

(

2(sn(t) − s0 ) − thvn(t) −
vn− 1(t)2

âmin

)√
√
√
√

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(5)  

where amax indicates the maximum acceleration rate; amin is the comfort deceleration rate (negative); âmin is the following vehicle 
estimate of the preceding vehicle deceleration rate (negative); s0 is the minimum desired spacing; v0 is the desired speed; θ is an 
additional delay inserted to avoid braking always at the maximum rate. 

2.1.3. Linear control law 
Linear control laws are commonly used in studies of ACC and cooperative ACC, as these models can significantly simplify theo-

retical analyses (Zheng et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017; He et al., 2020c). In this work, we have studied three control algorithms, which 
couple the linear control law with different spacing policies. The adopted formulation of the linear control law is (VanderWerf et al., 
2001; Shladover et al., 2012): 

{
an,cmd(t) = min{kv ⋅ Δvn(t) − ks ⋅ Δsn(t), k0 ⋅ (v0 − vn(t) ) }
Δsn(t) = sn,des(t) − sn(t)

(6)  

where sn,des is the desired inter-vehicle spacing; Δsn denotes the error between the desired (sn,des) and the actual (sn) spacing values; ks is 
the gain factor for the spacing error; kv is the gain factor for the speed difference between the preceding vehicle and the ego vehicle; k0 
is the gain factor for the error between the ACC set speed (v0) and ego vehicle speed (vn). 

The desired spacing is defined through a spacing policy. Many researchers have studied spacing policies from microscopic or 
macroscopic perspectives, aiming to improve e.g., car-following safety, driver acceptance, stability performance (see e.g., Zhang et al., 
2019; Wu et al., 2020). In this study, for the sake of comparison, three spacing policies are coupled with the linear control law in Eq. 
(6). 

First, a constant time headway (CTH) spacing policy calculates the desired spacing as a linear function of the ego vehicle speed (vn), 
in which the slope and the intercept of the linear function are the time headway (th) and the standstill spacing (s0), respectively, i.e., 

sn,des(t) = s0 + thvn(t) (7) 

In addition, two new spacing policies have been tested in this work. They are here referred to as IDM-desired and Gipps-equilibrium 
spacing policies. These two spacing policies for a linear controller are a novel contribution to the ACC field literature. The former is 
given by Eq. (3) as per the IDM. The latter implements the distance-speed function at equilibrium of Gipps’ model, which has been 
derived in Punzo and Tripodi (2007): 

sn,des(t) = s0 +(th + θ)vn(t) − 0.5vn(t)2
(

1
amin

−
1

âmin

)

(8) 

For simplicity, the linear control law i.e., Eq. (6), coupled with the spacing policies described in Eq. (7), (3), and (8), are hereafter 
abbreviated as L-CTH, L-IDM, and L-Gipps, respectively. 

2.2. Physics-based extensions 

Most of the studies on behavioural CF models do not consider lower-level dynamics, with some exceptions (e.g., Ni, 2011; He et al., 
2020a). On the contrary, most of ACC studies account for these dynamics at different levels of detail. More specifically, there are three 
essential aspects influencing vehicle behaviour – namely, vehicle dynamics (e.g., actuation lag), acceleration constraints, and 
perception delay – that are often considered in ACC control design but not captured by behavioural CF models. 

Two types of vehicle dynamics, i.e., linear and nonlinear are applied in the literature, striking a balance between simplicity and 
accuracy (Xiao et al., 2017). Linear vehicle dynamics introduce a first-order lag between the acceleration command generated by the 
ACC and the actual acceleration of the ego vehicle. They only represent the response of the driveline system (VanderWerf et al., 2001; 
Jia and Ngoduy, 2016). Nonlinear vehicle dynamics can simulate both internal (e.g., driveline) and external (e.g., resistances of 
aerodynamic, rolling, and slope) factors (e.g., Zheng et al., 2017). 

Acceleration constraints are specified to avoid unrealistic accelerations beyond vehicle practical capabilities. In most models, the 
upper and lower acceleration bounds are either set to constant values or not implemented. For example, the IDM only has a constant 
upper bound for acceleration (amax), and no lower bound, thus potentially leading to unrealistic deceleration (e.g., in cut-in ma-
noeuvres; Kesting et al., 2010). Similar issues are observed with Gipps’ model. 

In the real world, upper and lower acceleration bounds are not constant and are affected by many factors such as the engine, the 
braking system, and the road loads (Mannering and Washburn, 2020). Consequently, some CF models try to account for adaptive 
acceleration constraints i.e., varying with the speed (see e.g., Rakha, 2009, Fadhloun and Rakha, 2020, and the microsimulation free- 
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flow acceleration (MFC) model, Makridis et al., 2019; for a review see He et al., 2020a). 
Perception delay represents the dynamics of human senses or automated sensors in data gathering and processing. It plays an 

important role in traffic properties e.g., string stability (Xiao and Gao, 2011). For example, experimental studies exhibit that linear ACC 
laws with perception delay can accurately capture the string instability of ACC platoons in field tests (e.g., Gunter et al., 2020). Also CF 
models have been enhanced to include a perception delay (e.g., Treiber et al., 2006). 

In the following subsections, the formulations of the physics-based extensions studied in this paper are presented. 

2.2.1. Vehicle dynamics (VD) 
Longitudinal vehicle dynamics define how the vehicle responds to the acceleration command generated by the ACC (Li et al., 2017). 

The types of vehicle dynamics applied in this study can be categorized as follows:  

1) None: no vehicle dynamics are applied, i.e., the resulting ego vehicle acceleration (an,0, unconstrained) coincides with the ACC 
acceleration command (Li et al., 2017): 

an,0(t) = an,cmd(t) (9)    

2) Linear: it captures the actuation lag (τa) of a driveline system, and it is expressed as (VanderWerf et al., 2001; Li et al., 2017): 

τaȧn,0(t) + an,0(t) = an,cmd(t) (10)    

3) Nonlinear: it reproduces nonlinear features, including internal driveline system and external road loads. The corresponding vehicle 
dynamics are depicted by the following equations, which are not only widely adopted in the literature (e.g., Li et al., 2017; 
Kühlwein 2016; Küng et al., 2019; Fiori et al., 2021), but also extensively validated through chassis dynamometer tests in our 
previous works (e.g., Tsiakmakis et al., 2017; Makridis et al., 2019; He et al., 2020a): 
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

τaȧt(t) + at(t) = an,cmd(t)

Ft(t) =
Tt(t)
rw

= mat(t)

Fr(t) = f0cosα(t) + f1vn(t) + f2vn(t)2 + mgsinα(t)

an,0(t) =
Ft(t) − Fr(t)

φm

(11)  

where Fr is the total resistance force, which includes aerodynamics, rolling and grade resistances; f0, f1, and f2 are the road load 
coefficients (He et al., 2020b); α is the road slope; g is the gravitational acceleration; Ft , Tt , and at are, respectively, the tractive force, 
the tractive torque, and the acceleration acting on the wheels; rw is the wheel radius; τa is the actuation lag; φ is the equivalent inertial 
mass factor; m represents the operating mass, and it is equal to the sum of the unladen mass (m0) and of the mass of vehicle loads (mload) 
(e.g., passengers and measuring instruments). 

2.2.2. Acceleration constraints (AC) 
Acceleration constraints define the maximum capabilities of vehicle propulsion and braking systems in various conditions. Three 

types of acceleration constraints are studied:  

1) None: no physical constraint is applied to the ego vehicle acceleration: 

an(t) = an,0(t) (12)    

2) Constant: it assumes that the ego vehicle acceleration is always bounded by constant values: 

an(t) = max
{

alb,min
{

an,0(t), aub
}}

(13)  

where alb and aub are, respectively, the lower and upper bounds of the ego vehicle acceleration. They have been set to − 7 and 5 m/s2 in 
this work, basing on the maximum values of acceleration recorded in the car-following database OpenACC (Makridis et al., 2021).  

3) Microsimulation free-flow acceleration (MFC) boundary model: the MFC model serves to define dynamic bounds for the ego vehicle 
acceleration, in which both lower and upper bounds change with the vehicle speed vn(t). The constraints are described by: 

an(t) = max
{

adp(vn(t) ),min
{

an,0(t), aap(vn(t) )
}}

(14) 
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where aap and adp are nonlinear curves representing acceleration and deceleration potentials of the ego vehicle, respectively. Their 
formulations depend on the vehicle powertrain type and are elaborated in previous studies for internal combustion engine vehicles, 
ICEVs (Makridis et al., 2019), and for electrified vehicles, EVs (He et al., 2020a). 

2.2.3. Perception delay (PD) 
Perception delay is a significant phenomenon affecting AV dynamics, and it is caused by sensors and/or V2X technologies. To 

capture characteristics of ACC radar sensors, the parameter τp is introduced in the modelling framework. It represents the time delay of 
sensor perception. Consequently, in all state variables and inputs in Eq. (2), (3), (5)–(8), i.e., in vn(t), vn− 1(t), Δvn(t), sn(t), sn,des(t), and 
Δsn(t), the time instant t is replaced with the delayed time instant, t − τp. This study provides two options for the perception delay:  

1) None: 

τp = 0 (15)    

2) Constant: 

τp > 0 (16)  

2.3. Model summary 

Different combinations of physics-based extensions can have different effects on model performances. Therefore, the full list of 
tested models is summarized in Table 2. Ninety models are derived by combining the five base models with three vehicle dynamics 
formulations, three acceleration constraint functions, and two perception delay types, in a full factorial design. In the table, model 
variants relative to the same base model are sorted by increasing level of complexity. 

3. Field platoon data 

Vehicle trajectory data used in this study were collected in platooning experiments carried out on the Rural Road of the AstaZero 
proving ground (Sweden), as indicated by the black curve in Fig. 2 (a). The test track is 5.7-km long, with slopes ranging from − 3 to 
3%, as presented in Fig. 2 (b). 

The tested platoon was composed by five high-end vehicles from different manufacturers (Audi, Tesla, Mercedes, and BMW), whose 
longitudinal dynamics were fully controlled by the onboard commercial ACC systems. Trajectory data were acquired with the RT- 
Range S multiple target ADAS measurements solution, supplied by Oxford Technical Solutions Company. The system has a sam-
pling rate of 100 Hz (trajectory data were down sampled to 10 Hz), and guarantees precisions of 0.02 m/s and 0.02 m for speed and 
position measurements, respectively (Makridis et al., 2021). 

Table 3 lists the vehicle compositions (platoon leader and four followers) in 7 platoons (some platoons shared the same compo-
sition). Data analysis has shown that the platoon was in car-following regime during the whole experiment, i.e., the follower vehicle 
dynamics were influenced more by the preceding vehicle trajectory, vehicle characteristics and onboard ACC system setup, than by 
road geometry or slope. 

Fig. 3 illustrates vehicle trajectory data of 7 platoons tested on the AstaZero proving ground. Fig. 3 (a)-(g) provide the speed profiles 
of the platoon leader and four following vehicles. Fig. 3 (h)-(n) give the corresponding spacing profiles. In the tests, the platoon leader 
(always an Audi A8), was instructed to keep a predefined speed value (via the onboard ACC system), in order to prevent speed 
fluctuations caused by human driving. Speed perturbations were then introduced in the platoon by changing the set speed (v0) of the 
leading vehicle ACC system. For safety purposes, the ACC set speed lied between 13.9 and 16.7 m/s in curves, and between 25 and 
27.8 m/s in straight sections. 

4. Methodology and design of experiments 

In order to appraise the impact of physics-based extensions on model ability to reproduce observed ACC vehicle dynamics, all 
models listed in Table 2 have been calibrated against ACC trajectory data. 

Calibration of models allows us to compute the optimal parameters values, that is the values which maximise model performances 
or, better, minimize the error distance between observed and simulated vehicle kinematics. Therefore, calibration is necessary to 
compare models on a common and fair basis. 

However, depending on the specific model, calibration may result in the overfitting of parameters to data: good model perfor-
mances in calibration might be just the result of the overfitting of a “poor” model to data. Consequently, comparison of models only 
based on their calibration performances can be misleading, since biased by parameters compensation and overfitting (for a 
comprehensive discussion on this topic see section 4 “Error compensation and overfitting” in Punzo and Montanino, 2020). To have an 
unbiased and fair comparison of models, cross-validation is necessary (see Punzo and Simonelli, 2005). In a cross-validation, a model is 
simulated using input trajectories which are different from those used to calibrate the model. Therefore, cross-validation performances 
truly tell the ability of a model to capture car-following dynamics. 
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Table 2 
Configurations of investigated models.  

Model groups Model ID 
b 

ACC 
controller 

Spacing 
policy 

Perception  
delay (PD) a 

Vehicledynamics  
(VD)  
a 

AccelerationConstraints  
(AC)  
a 

Calibration 
parameters 

IDM-based  
models 

1 IDM IDM-desired None None None δ,v0, s0, th,amax,amin 

2 IDM IDM-desired None None Constant δ,v0, s0, th,amax,amin 

3 IDM IDM-desired None None MFC δ,v0, s0, th,amax,amin 

4 IDM IDM-desired None Linear None δ,v0, s0, th,amax,amin , τa 

5 IDM IDM-desired None Linear Constant δ,v0, s0, th,amax,amin , τa 

6 IDM IDM-desired None Linear MFC δ,v0, s0, th,amax,amin , τa 

7 IDM IDM-desired None Nonlinear None δ,v0, s0, th,amax,amin , τa 

8 IDM IDM-desired None Nonlinear Constant δ,v0, s0, th,amax,amin , τa 

9 IDM IDM-desired None Nonlinear MFC δ,v0, s0, th,amax,amin , τa 

10 IDM IDM-desired Constant None None δ,v0, s0, th,amax,amin , τp 

11 IDM IDM-desired Constant None Constant δ,v0, s0, th,amax,amin , τp 

12 IDM IDM-desired Constant None MFC δ,v0, s0, th,amax,amin , τp 

13 IDM IDM-desired Constant Linear None δ,v0, s0, th,amax,amin , τp, τa 

14 IDM IDM-desired Constant Linear Constant δ,v0, s0, th,amax,amin , τp, τa 

15 IDM IDM-desired Constant Linear MFC δ,v0, s0, th,amax,amin , τp, τa 

16 IDM IDM-desired Constant Nonlinear None δ,v0, s0, th,amax,amin , τp, τa 

17 IDM IDM-desired Constant Nonlinear Constant δ,v0, s0, th,amax,amin , τp, τa 

18 IDM IDM-desired Constant Nonlinear MFC δ,v0, s0, th,amax,amin , τp, τa 

Gipps-based  
models 

19 Gipps inherent None None None θ, v0, s0, th,amax ,amin , âmin 

20 Gipps inherent None None Constant θ, v0, s0, th,amax ,amin , âmin 

21 Gipps inherent None None MFC θ, v0, s0, th,amax ,amin , âmin 

22 Gipps inherent None Linear None θ, v0, s0, th,amax ,amin , âmin , τa 

23 Gipps inherent None Linear Constant θ, v0, s0, th,amax ,amin , âmin , τa 

24 Gipps inherent None Linear MFC θ, v0, s0, th,amax ,amin , âmin , τa 

25 Gipps inherent None Nonlinear None θ, v0, s0, th,amax ,amin , âmin , τa 

26 Gipps inherent None Nonlinear Constant θ, v0, s0, th,amax ,amin , âmin , τa 

27 Gipps inherent None Nonlinear MFC θ, v0, s0, th,amax ,amin , âmin , τa 

28 Gipps inherent Constant None None θ, v0, s0, th,amax ,amin , âmin , τp 

29 Gipps inherent Constant None Constant θ, v0, s0, th,amax ,amin , âmin , τp 

30 Gipps inherent Constant None MFC θ, v0, s0, th,amax ,amin , âmin , τp 

31 Gipps inherent Constant Linear None θ, v0, s0, th,amax ,amin , âmin , τp , τa 

32 Gipps inherent Constant Linear Constant θ, v0, s0, th,amax ,amin , âmin , τp , τa 

33 Gipps inherent Constant Linear MFC θ, v0, s0, th,amax ,amin , âmin , τp , τa 

34 Gipps inherent Constant Nonlinear None θ, v0, s0, th,amax ,amin , âmin , τp , τa 

35 Gipps inherent Constant Nonlinear Constant θ, v0, s0, th,amax ,amin , âmin , τp , τa 

36 Gipps inherent Constant Nonlinear MFC θ, v0, s0, th,amax ,amin , âmin , τp , τa 

L-CTH-based  
models 

37 Linear contr. CTH None None None ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th 

38 Linear contr. CTH None None Constant ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th 

39 Linear contr. CTH None None MFC ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th 

40 Linear contr. CTH None Linear None ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th, τa 

41 Linear contr. CTH None Linear Constant ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th, τa 

42 Linear contr. CTH None Linear MFC ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th, τa 

43 Linear contr. CTH None Nonlinear None ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th, τa 

44 Linear contr. CTH None Nonlinear Constant ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th, τa 

45 Linear contr. CTH None Nonlinear MFC ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th, τa 

46 Linear contr. CTH Constant None None ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th, τp 

47 Linear contr. CTH Constant None Constant ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th, τp 

48 Linear contr. CTH Constant None MFC ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th, τp 

49 Linear contr. CTH Constant Linear None ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th, τp, τa 

50 Linear contr. CTH Constant Linear Constant ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th, τp, τa 

51 Linear contr. CTH Constant Linear MFC ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th, τp, τa 

52 Linear contr. CTH Constant Nonlinear None ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th, τp, τa 

53 Linear contr. CTH Constant Nonlinear Constant ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th, τp, τa 

54 Linear contr. CTH Constant Nonlinear MFC ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th, τp, τa 

L-IDM-based  
models 

55 Linear contr. IDM-desired None None None ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,amax,amin 

56 Linear contr. IDM-desired None None Constant ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,amax,amin 

57 Linear contr. IDM-desired None None MFC ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,amax,amin 

58 Linear contr. IDM-desired None Linear None ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,amax,amin , τa 

59 Linear contr. IDM-desired None Linear Constant ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,amax,amin , τa 

60 Linear contr. IDM-desired None Linear MFC ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,amax,amin , τa 

61 Linear contr. IDM-desired None Nonlinear None ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,amax,amin , τa 

62 Linear contr. IDM-desired None Nonlinear Constant ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,amax,amin , τa 

63 Linear contr. IDM-desired None Nonlinear MFC ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,amax,amin , τa 

64 Linear contr. IDM-desired Constant None None ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,amax,amin , τp 

65 Linear contr. IDM-desired Constant None Constant ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,amax,amin , τp 

66 Linear contr. IDM-desired Constant None MFC ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,amax,amin , τp 

67 Linear contr. IDM-desired Constant Linear None ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,amax,amin , τp, τa 

68 Linear contr. IDM-desired Constant Linear Constant ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,amax,amin , τp, τa 

(continued on next page) 
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It is also worth noting that, when the leader’s trajectory that feeds the model is different from that used in calibration, a collision 
can occur (this may happen when model calibration returns string unstable parameters, see e.g., Montanino and Punzo, 2021; 
Montanino et al., 2021). The number of collisions occurring in cross-validation simulations is therefore another important indication of 
model robustness, and transferability of calibrated parameters. 

These are the basic concepts that have inspired the methodology and the analyses in this study. 

4.1. Methodology 

A general formulation of the model calibration problem is described as follows (Punzo et al., 2021): 

MoPsim = F(β)

minimize f
(
MoPobs,MoPsim) (17)  

subject to : LBβ ≤ β ≤ UBβ,G(β) ≤ 0  

where β is a vector of model parameters to be calibrated (the number of parameters can change depending on the model variant; see 
Table 2); F(•) is a CF/ACC model variant, that is a function of β; LBβ and UBβ represent the lower and the upper bound for the pa-
rameters in β, respectively; G(•) is a vector of constraint functions; MoPobs and MoPsim represent observed and simulated Measure of 
Performance, respectively;f(•) is a goodness-of-fit (GoF) function; and f(MoPobs,MoPsim) is the optimization objective function. The 
aim of CF model calibration is to minimize f(MoPobs,MoPsim). 

Basing on the findings in Punzo et al. (2021), the Normalized Root Mean Square Error of spacing, speed, and acceleration, i.e., 
NRMSE(s,v,a), has been adopted as GoF function in model calibration. In that paper, NRMSE(s,v,a) was proved to be the most pref-
erable objective function to be used in a CF calibration problem, basing on theoretical arguments and wide empirical evidence. This 
GoF function has been here preferred to the NRMSE(s,v) since the acceleration data applied here were not noisy.3 The formulation of 
NRMSE(s,v,a) is the following: 

Table 2 (continued ) 

Model groups Model ID 
b 

ACC 
controller 

Spacing 
policy 

Perception  
delay (PD) a 

Vehicledynamics  
(VD)  
a 

AccelerationConstraints  
(AC)  
a 

Calibration 
parameters 

69 Linear contr. IDM-desired Constant Linear MFC ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,amax,amin , τp, τa 

70 Linear contr. IDM-desired Constant Nonlinear None ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,amax,amin , τp, τa 

71 Linear contr. IDM-desired Constant Nonlinear Constant ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,amax,amin , τp, τa 

72 Linear contr. IDM-desired Constant Nonlinear MFC ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,amax,amin , τp, τa 

L-Gipps- 
based  
models 

73 Linear contr. Gipps-equilibrium None None None ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,θ,amin , âmin 

74 Linear contr. Gipps-equilibrium None None Constant ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,θ,amin , âmin 

75 Linear contr. Gipps-equilibrium None None MFC ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,θ,amin , âmin 

76 Linear contr. Gipps-equilibrium None Linear None ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,θ,amin , âmin , τa 

77 Linear contr. Gipps-equilibrium None Linear Constant ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,θ,amin , âmin , τa 

78 Linear contr. Gipps-equilibrium None Linear MFC ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,θ,amin , âmin , τa 

79 Linear contr. Gipps-equilibrium None Nonlinear None ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,θ,amin , âmin , τa 

80 Linear contr. Gipps-equilibrium None Nonlinear Constant ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,θ,amin , âmin , τa 

81 Linear contr. Gipps-equilibrium None Nonlinear MFC ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,θ,amin , âmin , τa 

82 Linear contr. Gipps-equilibrium Constant None None ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,θ,amin , âmin , τp 

83 Linear contr. Gipps-equilibrium Constant None Constant ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,θ,amin , âmin , τp 

84 Linear contr. Gipps-equilibrium Constant None MFC ks ,kv ,k0,v0 , s0 , th,θ,amin , âmin , τp 

85 Linear contr. Gipps-equilibrium Constant Linear None ks ,kv ,k0,v0, s0, th,θ,amin , âmin, τp, τa 

86 Linear contr. Gipps-equilibrium Constant Linear Constant ks ,kv ,k0,v0, s0, th,θ,amin , âmin, τp, τa 

87 Linear contr. Gipps-equilibrium Constant Linear MFC ks ,kv ,k0,v0, s0, th,θ,amin , âmin, τp, τa 

88 Linear contr. Gipps-equilibrium Constant Nonlinear None ks ,kv ,k0,v0, s0, th,θ,amin , âmin, τp, τa 

89 Linear contr. Gipps-equilibrium Constant Nonlinear Constant ks ,kv ,k0,v0, s0, th,θ,amin , âmin, τp, τa 

90 Linear contr. Gipps-equilibrium Constant Nonlinear MFC ks ,kv ,k0,v0, s0, th,θ,amin , âmin, τp, τa  

a Model extensions that capture characteristics of perception delay (PD), vehicle dynamics (VD), and acceleration constraints (AC). As shown in 
Fig. 1, each extension can use different submodels, e.g., vehicle dynamics (VD) can adopt Eq. (9), (10), or (11). 

b All possible combinations of the acceleration model and the extensions, namely, the base model (i.e., ID = 1, 19, 37, 55, and 73, not considering 
any of the extensions) and their extended variants (i.e., IDs = 2–18, 20–36, 38–54, 56–72, and 74–90, respectively). 

3 In addition, the acceleration data applied here are also “internally consistent” (see Punzo et al., 2021), since they have been derived from 
gathered speeds. 
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GoF : f = NRMSE(Y)
MoP : Y = {s, v, a} (18a)  

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

NRMSE(s, v, a) = γsNRMSE(s) + γvNRMSE(v) + γaNRMSE(a)

NRMSE(Yi) = RMSE(Yi)

/ ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1

T − τp

∑T

τp+Δt

(
Yobs

i (t)
)2

√

RMSE(Yi) =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1

T − τp

∑T

τp+Δt

(
Y sim

i (t) − Yobs
i (t)

)2

√

(18b)  

where γs, γv, and γa are weight factors, which are assumed equal to 1 in this study (i.e., model accuracy on each MoP is equally 
desirable); T is the total number of measurement instants in an experimental trajectory; τp is the model perception delay; Δt is the 
simulation time step. 

In order to assess the ability of the whole calibration setting (optimization algorithm and GoF(MoPs) function) to find robust so-
lutions in terms of GoF value, 10 replications of each model calibration experiment have been performed. By comparing GoF value 
among replications, we have verified whether the algorithm was able to converge to the same minimum at each calibration replication. 
The optimization algorithm used in this study is the Genetic Algorithm coded in Python (https://pypi.org/project/geneticalgorithm/). 

Eventually, to test the robustness of the chosen calibration GoF, against alternative GoFs, models have been calibrated also by 
means of the following GoFs: RMSE(s), RMSE(v), Theil’s U(s,v), Theil’s U(s,v,a), and NRMSE(s,v) (for their definitions, see Punzo et al., 
2021). 

As mentioned, cross-validation consists in simulating the model using input trajectories other than those applied to calibrate it. To 
evaluate performances in validation experiments the NRMSE(s,v,a) has been applied, coherently with the calibration experiments. 

4.2. Design of experiments 

The calibration and validation experiments have been conducted for the 90 models listed in Table 2, against trajectory data of 4 
following vehicles, in 7 platoons. 

To allow a better understanding of the design of experiments, an index is introduced to represent both calibration and validation 
experiments, (Veh, Pcal, Pval), where Veh ∈ {Tesla, BMW, Audi A6, Mercedes} is the vehicle type; Pcal and Pval ∈ {P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, 
P7} denote the ID of the platoon data used in calibration and validation, respectively. For example, the experiment with index (Tesla, 
P2, P6) means that model parameters have been calibrated against the trajectory of the vehicle Tesla in the platoon P2, and that 
resulting optimal parameters have been adopted to simulate the trajectory of the same vehicle in platoon P6. 

Therefore, experiments with Pcal = Pval denote calibration experiments, which are 28 per model, i.e., 4 vehicles × 7 platoons. A total 
of 2520 calibration experiments (28 × 90 models) have been performed. 

Experiments with Pcal ∕= Pval denote cross-validation, which are 168 per model, i.e., 28 sets of calibrated parameters (4 vehicles × 7 
platoons) × 6 simulations (where 6 is the number of platoons in which the same vehicle is observed, other than Pcal). 

Each simulation has been performed following the guidelines provided in Punzo et al. (2021), i.e.:  

• Time step consistency: the time step of car-following model simulation is consistent with the resolution of trajectory data (it is 
assumed equal to 0.1 s in this work). 

• Data internal consistency: since available data consisted in GPS positions, ego vehicle and preceding vehicle speeds and acceler-
ations have been derived using the same integration scheme applied for the model numerical integration (see Eq. (1)). 

Table 4 lists the lower and upper bounds of calibration parameters, shared among the 90 models (for parameters definition, see also 
Table 1). Please note that the road load coefficients have been estimated by chassis dynamometer tests (He et al., 2020b), and are not 
included in the calibration.4 

5. Calibration results 

5.1. Robustness of the calibration setting 

In CF model calibration, the strong nonlinearity of model response surface, the large-dimensional solution space and the sto-
chasticity of some optimization algorithms, makes the algorithm likely to be trapped in a local minimum, thus resulting in poor 
reproducibility of calibration results. 

4 We have also verified that, if road load coefficients are calibrated (with bounds centered on the values obtained from dynamometer tests ±
20%), calibration (and validation) results do not change. In general, if dynamometer test data are unavailable, one could calibrate these parameters 
together with those listed in Table 4 (assuming bounds centered on values available from the literature), and verify the degree of model overfitting 
through the validation methodology proposed here. 
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To address this concern, we have run 10 replications of each calibration experiment, and we have adopted the coefficient of 
variation (CV) of the NRMSE(s,v,a) calculated at the optimum as a measure of relative variability across the replications. The analysis 
of CV distribution of all calibration experiments (i.e., 2520 calibration experiments) has allowed us to assess the ability of a calibration 
setting to find robust solutions in terms of GoF value. When the CV distribution results highly concentrated around the zero, i.e., when 
the standard deviation of the GoF values among replications is very close to 0 in each experiment, calibration results do not change 
when running the same experiment multiple times. 

CV distributions are shown in Fig. 4, which shows CV distributions grouped by model class. In each subplot, the distribution of 504 
CV values is presented, each value measuring the variation across 10 replications of each of the 504 calibration experiments (18 
models × 4 vehicle types × 7 platoon trajectories). 

Focusing on the CV variability range, findings suggest that GoF values at optimum, for all five model classes, are highly repro-
ducible (CVs are always less than 3%). To infer on zero-value concentration, data have been also fitted by an exponential distribution 
with a decay rate parameter λ, which measures how rapidly the density declines as the CV value increases. IDM-based models stand out 
prominently in terms of calibration results reproducibility, showing a λ value which is almost one order of magnitude higher than the λ 
values of the other model classes. 

Concerning the choice of the objective function, we have verified that model calibrations using the NRMSE(s,v,a) have returned the 
lowest sum of relative errors on spacing, speed and acceleration, compared to calibrations experiments with other objective functions, 
i.e., RMSE(s), RMSE(v), Theil’s U(s,v), Theil’s U(s,v,a), and NRMSE(s,v). The relative error measures the degradation in a MoP – relative 
to its optimum – of a model calibrated using a certain objective function. For more details on the methodology to compare objective 
functions, the reader may refer to Punzo et al. (2021). 

This result confirms the recommendation provided in that paper about calibration settings, and extends the validity of the 
recommendation to a considerably larger number of models (90 in this study) and to a larger dataset of ACC trajectories. 

5.2. Comparison of base models across vehicles and platoons 

Fig. 5 compares the errors of the five base models after calibration against the trajectories of the 4 vehicles in each of the 7 platoons. 
Each sub-plot shows errors variability across the 4 vehicles in a specific platoon (sorted according to Table 3). For a given vehicle, the 
first and the last bar (white and gold bars), show the minimum and maximum NRMSE(s,v,a) values achieved after calibration among all 

Fig. 2. AstaZero proving ground in Sweden: (a) path layout and (b) road slope. (https://www.astazero.com).  

Table 3 
Composition of platoons.  

Vehicle position Platoons 

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 

Leader Audi A8 Audi A8 Audi A8 Audi A8 Audi A8 Audi A8 Audi A8 
Follower 1 Audi A6 Audi A6 Tesla Tesla Tesla Mercedes Mercedes 
Follower 2 BMW BMW BMW BMW BMW BMW BMW 
Follower 3 Mercedes Mercedes Audi A6 Audi A6 Audi A6 Tesla Tesla 
Follower 4 Tesla Tesla Mercedes Mercedes Mercedes Audi A6 Audi A6  
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Fig. 3. Field data of seven platoons tested on the AstaZero proving ground: (a)-(g) speed (m/s) and (h)-(n) spacing (m).  
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ninety models. They are the best/worst values that can be achieved with either base models or their variants. The five bars in the 
middle of each group tell the NRMSE obtained from the calibration of the five base models. 

Given a vehicle, model performances sensibly vary among platoons, depending on the observed trajectories of the vehicle itself and 
of its immediate leader (see, for instance, the Audi A6 across the 7 platoons, that exhibits high calibration errors for all models in P4 
and P6, which are mainly driven by the spacing peaks shown in Fig. 3(k) and (m)). In general, the ability to reproduce observed AV 
longitudinal dynamics vary more with the trajectory data (vehicle and platoon) than with the model (see Section 5.3 for more detailed 
explanation). 

Results have revealed that, given a vehicle, no base model is able to perform consistently among all trajectories i.e., all models fail 
to capture the full spectrum of the observed AV behaviours. 

5.3. Comparison of model variants after calibration 

Fig. 6a shows a box-whisker plot of calibration errors of the ninety model variants (i.e., GoFi,ID). 
To compute the boxplot of each model variant, 28 calibration experiments have been run (i.e., one for each of the 28 trajectories). 

The objective function value of a calibrated model in the i-th calibration experiment – i.e., the calibration error of model ID for tra-
jectory i – has been indicated with GoFi,ID. In Fig. 6a, the horizontal segment and the square within each box represent the median and 
the mean value, respectively, of the 28 calibration errors (i.e., of GoFi,ID, i ∈ [1,⋯,28]). The bottom and top edges of the box represent 
the 1st (Q1) and 3rd (Q3) quartile, respectively, of the 28 errors. The whisker is drawn up to the largest error that falls within a distance 
of 1.5 × IQR from Q3, and it is drawn down to the lowest error that falls within the same distance from Q1. Outliers are all the errors 
outside the whiskers and are marked with black diamonds. 

Fig. 6b is based on the same calibration errors of Fig. 6a but normalized over the minimum and maximum calibration error of each 
trajectory i among all 90 models, G̃oFi,ID: 

G̃oFi,ID =
GoFi,ID − GoFi,min

GoFi,max − GoFi,min
(19a) 

Table 4 
Bounds of calibration parameters.  

Parameter [unit] Lower bound Upper bound 

δ 0.1 10 
v0 [m/s] 30 35 
s0 [m] 1 5 
th [s] 0.1 3 
amax [m/s2] 0.5 5 
amin [m/s2] − 5 − 0.5 
âmin [m/s2] − 5 − 0.5 
θ [s] 0 3 
τa [s] 0.3 0.8 
τp [s] 0.1 0.8 
ks [s− 2] 0.01 5 
kv [s− 1] 0.01 5 
k0 [s− 1] 0.01 5  

Fig. 4. Distribution of the coefficient of variation (CV) of NRMSE(s,v,a): (a) IDM-based models, (b) Gipps-based models, (c) L-CTH-based models, (d) 
L-IDM-based models, and (e) L-Gipps-based models. 
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with :

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

i ∈ [1,⋯, 28],
ID ∈ [1,⋯, 90],

GoFi,min = min
ID=1,⋯,90

GoFi,ID,

GoFi,max = max
ID=1,⋯,90

GoFi,ID

(19b) 

The normalization in Fig. 6b amplifies differences among models by normalizing the calibration errors over the minimum and 
maximum calibration performances of the 28 experiments. A 0 value of a G̃oFi,ID, means that the model ID attained the minimum 
calibration error among all 90 variants for the experiment i (conversely, a value of 1 indicates the maximum error). 

Boxplots are grouped into the five base model classes, and are coloured accordingly. Data, i.e., calibration errors used to draw Fig. 6 
are the same of Fig. 5, but ordered by model and not by vehicle/platoon, in order to highlight model performances and relative 
differences. 

Fig. 6a allows comparing the absolute calibration performances of the 90 model variants over the 28 experiments. Overall, the 
addition of model extensions does not sensibly improve calibration performances of most of the base models. The variability of performances 
among the 28 calibration experiments – as measured by box-whiskers plot amplitudes – is clearly higher than that of models. This 
result can be quantified by calculating the calibration error variance explained by the variability of model formulations vs. that 
explained by the variability of trajectories. To this end we have computed the first-order sensitivity indices of model formulations and 
trajectories to model errors (Saltelli et al., 2010, Punzo et al., 2015). A first order sensitivity index provides the first order effect of an 
input factor Xi on the unconditional variance of an output Y, and it is given by: 

SXi =
VARXi

(
EX∼ i (Y|Xi)

)

VAR(Y)
(20) 

In our case, the two analysis factors, Xi, are the model formulation and the vehicle trajectory, while the output Y is the model 
calibration error. Resulting indices are: Smodel = 6.2% and Strajectory = 81.9% (the rest of the error variance being explained by higher 
order interaction effects). These results clearly show that, when AVs are investigated, the observed experimental trajectories (i.e., 
immediate leader and modelled vehicle) affect model accuracy more than the model formulations themselves. This result is analogous 
to that observed for car-following models of HVs (Punzo and Simonelli, 2005), and shows that car-following models and ACC algorithms 
are not able to capture the full spectrum of AV behaviours too. A further confirmation comes from Fig. 7, which enables a more detailed 
analysis. 

The figure shows the calibration errors of each model for the 28 experiments – the same in Fig. 6a – but keeping track of the 
experiment, and of the car brand, across the models (see the series). Results sensibly change from one experiment to another; see the 
vertical span of series. Moreover, the trajectories of one car brand (i.e., Tesla) are reproduced better than those of other car brands, by 
all models. Conversely, some trajectories of Audi and BMW, which exhibit unstable behaviours – see platoons P1, P4 and P6 in Fig. 3 – 
are poorly fitted by all models. However, the ranking of car brands in terms of calibration errors does not sensibly vary from one model 
class to another (see the vertical order of colours which is almost invariant from one model class to another). Thus, the model class 
which is the best (worst) at simulating a car brand is also the best (worst) at simulating all other car brands. Therefore, the choice of the 
“best” model is independent of the car brand to simulate. 

Concerning the impact of physics-based extensions on model accuracy in calibration, a comparison can be made e.g., through the 
Q3 values in Fig. 6 (i.e., the top edges of boxes). The figure reveals that linear vehicle dynamics improve model performances of all base 
models (Fig. 6b). To this aim, in each model class the reader can compare the fourth model to the first one, that is the base model (for 

Fig. 5. Variability of calibration errors of the five base models, across the 28 vehicle trajectories. For the i-th trajectory, the calibration GoF values of 
the five base models (ID = 1, 19, 37, 55, and 73 in Table 2), as well as the minimum and maximum GoF values among all 90 models (GoFi,min and 
GoFi,max), are shown. 
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instance, in the IDM case, model ID 4 vs. model ID 1). With regards to nonlinear vehicle dynamics, they are not as beneficial as linear 
ones (e.g., compare ID 25 with ID 22), except for the IDM-based models (i.e., ID 7 vs. ID 4). As to the L-CTH, performances of models 
including nonlinear dynamics deteriorate in comparison to those of the base models (see ID 43 vs. ID 37). 

Perception delay also improves modelling accuracy of all base models. Such increase has the same order of magnitude of that 
produced by linear dynamics (see e.g., ID 46 vs. IDs 40). A possible explanation is that the actuation lag of linear dynamics and the 
perception delay produce similar delayed vehicle dynamics in simulation. However, the combined effect of linear dynamics and 
perception delay is less than the sum of the single contributions (see e.g., ID 13 vs. IDs 4 and 10). For all model classes the impact of 
acceleration constraints on model accuracy is negligible. 

The left half of Table 5 reports the same values of the median calibration errors shown in Fig. 6a (GoFcal), their percentage variation 
from the base models (ΔGoFcal), and the calibration errors (RMSEs; see Eq. 18) on spacing, speed and acceleration. These data allow us 
to investigate both the individual and the combined effect of physics-based extensions on absolute model accuracy. In the table, given a 
base model, variants are grouped in triplets. The first triplet is made by the base model and by two acceleration-constrained variants. 
Each other triplet refers to a physics-based extension or to a combination of physics-based extensions (models within each triplet differ 
only in the presence of acceleration constraints i.e., the order is the same as in Table 2). 

Among the extensions, the impact of acceleration constraints on model accuracy in calibration is negligible, as anticipated. This is the 
effect of the least square calibration which minimizes higher deviations the most (e.g., unphysical accelerations), independently of the 
presence of the (constraints) extension. After all, the accelerations in the experimental data never exceed 2 m/s2 or -4 m/s2 so that the 
calibration alone prevents the achievement of unphysical accelerations. On the contrary, in cross-validation, when parameters cali-
brated on a trajectory are applied to other trajectories, a model response that activates constraints is more likely. 

In general, physics-based extensions do not sensibly increase the accuracy of L-CTH (-1.9% of error reduction). The highest impact 
of the extensions occurs for Gipps’ model with the addition of one parameter only, that is the perception delay, which gives an error 
reduction of -10.6%. As to the IDM, coherent reductions are observed among all extensions in a range from -3.5 to -6.4%. On the 
contrary of L-CTH, some error reductions are observed for the L-IDM and L-Gipps base models when adding both perception delay and 
linear vehicle dynamics (-5.5% and -4.6%, respectively). 

Among the models, Gipps-based and L-Gipps-based models show the best median calibration performances (GoFcal = 0.39 for both 
model classes)5. We recall here that both the models consider Gipps’ safety assumption (i.e., the following vehicle maintains a speed 
which ensures a safe stop even in case of a sudden and severe deceleration of the preceding vehicle). While the assumption is inherent 
in Gipps-based models, in L-Gipps-based models it is implicitly considered by adopting Gipps’ equilibrium speed-distance function as 
spacing policy. 

If we focus on linear controllers, L-Gipps-based models (GoFcal = 0.39) perform better than a linear controller with a CTH spacing 
policy (GoFcal = 0.42) – which is the algorithm customarily applied in the field literature to study ACCs – and than a linear controller 
with an IDM desired-distance spacing policy, which is the worst performing model class (GoFcal = 0.45). 

6. Validation results 

6.1. Model robustness to collisions 

Model validation experiments consist in simulating a trajectory with a model calibrated on a different trajectory. When models 
calibrated on a trajectory are used to simulate a different trajectory, they can yield a collision, i.e., a negative inter-vehicle spacing.6 

Since observed vehicle dynamics in all platoons are collision-free, the emergence of a collision in simulation is evidence that calibrated 
parameters are string unstable and that, though optimal for the specific trajectories used in calibration, they cannot be transferred to 
simulate different trajectories. 

Therefore, the frequency of collisions measured in validation experiments is an index of model robustness and parameter trans-
ferability (Zhu et al., 2018). Fig. 8 shows the collision frequency of each model over 168 validation experiments (4 vehicles × 7 
platoons × 6 simulations/trajectories; see Section 4.2). In order to evaluate also the impact of different calibration settings on 
parameter robustness and transferability, we have plotted six curves, each one corresponding to a calibration performed with a 
different GoF(MoP). 

Fig. 8 allows us to compare model variants in terms of robustness. IDM-based models are the most robust, outperforming all other 
models regarding collision frequency (which is almost zero). Concerning all other models, the higher the model complexity, the higher 
the collision frequency. Gipps-based models have been the second best. As to the linear controllers, the Gipps-equilibrium spacing 
policy has yielded more robust results than other spacing policies. 

Concerning the GoF adopted, when NRMSE(s,v,a) and Theil’s U(s,v,a) have been applied in calibration, the least number of 

5 Please, note that the model variant with the least GoFcal in a class, does not necessarily coincide with the model variant which returns the least 
ΔGoFcal in the same class. In fact, the median is not a linear operator.  

6 In model calibration, if a vehicle collision occurs, the GoF value is typically set to a very large number, in order to exclude the corresponding set 
of parameter values from the space of feasible solutions (this approach is customary in the literature and it is equivalent to adding a nonlinear 
constraint in the optimization problem; moreover, it avoids performing an extra model simulation, which is necessary to evaluate the nonlinear 
constraint). Consequently, the solution returned by the optimization algorithm does not produce vehicle collisions when the model is simulated 
receiving as input the same immediate leader’s trajectory adopted for model calibration. 
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collisions have been observed in validation, for most of the ninety models. 
This result extends the validity of the recommendations given in Punzo et al. (2021). In that paper, it has been shown that these two 

GoFs are the most preferable for CF model calibration in terms of accuracy, among the Pareto efficient ones (they also outperform 
objective functions with a single MoP). Fig. 8 shows that the two mentioned GoFs also guarantee the highest robustness and trans-
ferability of calibrated parameters. 

Furthermore, when a single MoP is applied, plotted results show that, also in terms of robustness and transferability of calibrated 
parameters, spacing is preferable to speed (concerning the dualism between spacing and speed in calibration of car-following models 
see Punzo and Montanino, 2016). In fact, the RMSE(v) displays the worst performances, since it sensibly increases the collision fre-
quency in L-CTH-based and L-IDM-based models (and in most of the Gipps-based models). 

6.2. Comparison of model variants after validation 

Table 5 reports the calibration (left half) and validation (right half) errors of the 90 models computed. Errors in both the halves are 
expressed in terms of NRMSE(s,v,a) (1st column), of percentage variation of the NRMSE(s,v,a) relative to the base model (2nd column), 
and of RMSE on spacing, speed, and acceleration (4th, 5th and 6th column). While the RMSEs provide the residuals from observed 
dynamics in their units of measurement, the NRMSE(s,v,a) represents a normalized score summing up errors on spacing, speed and 
acceleration. 

Table rows are grouped by base model class. All entries in the table represent median values of the corresponding distributions (e.g., 
NRMSE(s,v,a) values in the first column are consistent with the median values reported in Fig. 6a). Concerning validation results, it is 
worth noting that only validation experiments which were collision-free were used to compute the statistics in the table right half. In 
the rightmost column the number of collisions that occurred in model validation are reported for each model. These numbers are 
consistent with the collision frequencies depicted in Fig. 8 (as given by the NRMSE(s,v,a) curve). 

As expected, validation errors are in general higher than calibration ones, since, in cross-validation parameters calibrated in an 
experiment are used to reproduce trajectories of other experiments. However, a particularly high decrease of performances relative to 
those obtained in calibration is a clear symptom of model overfitting i.e., unrobust model. The comparison of errors between cali-
bration and validation (see ΔGoFcal/val) shows that the IDM is the most robust model. The IDM’s error increase ranges from 11% to 16% 
across all model variants (21–33% for Gipps and L-CTH, 24–34% for L-IDM, 15–26% for L-Gipps). This result is consistent with the one 
obtained in terms of collisions (see the previous section). 

Concerning the extensions, the comparative analysis of calibration and validation results in Table 5, clearly suggests that the choice of 
the “best” physics-based extension is dependent on the model class. 

The comparison of calibration and validation results relative to the IDM base model performances (see columns ΔGoFcal and 
ΔGoFval), shows that linear vehicle dynamics, which provide the best results in calibration, exhibit poor performances in validation, 
both alone and in combination with the perception delay. This suggests that such extension is prone to overfitting with the IDM. On the 
contrary, nonlinear dynamics (which have similar performances to linear dynamics in calibration) are the most robust extension in 
validation, for the IDM. 

Concerning Gipps’ model, the perception delay is by far the most robust extension, either alone or in combination with linear dynamics. 
Among linear controllers the L-Gipps controller is by far the best performing model in validation. Concerning the median absolute 

validation error (i.e., column GoFval), the L-Gipps controller achieve the least median validation error value among all 90 models. The most 
robust extension for such model is the one combining linear dynamics, perception delay and MFC.7 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, a framework has been presented to compare behavioural CF models and ACC algorithms, when they are augmented 
with detailed lower-level dynamics such as perception delay, vehicle dynamics, and vehicle/motor constraints. The framework 
combines calibration and cross-validation using data from multiple trajectory datasets. All possible combinations of five base models 
(CF and ACC) and four physics-based extensions, i.e., 90 different model variants, have been therefore calibrated and validated against 
ACC trajectory data from 7 platooning experiments of four high-end vehicles controlled by ACC systems. 

The five base models applied, have been the IDM and Gipps’ behavioural CF models, a linear controller with a CTH spacing policy 
and two new ACC algorithms. These last two have been derived here by coupling a linear controller with two spacing policies from the 
IDM and Gipps’ model. To the best of our knowledge, the approach of enhancing controllers by means of car-following theory is novel 
in the field literature. 

The improvement in model accuracy obtained by coupling the base models with the physics-based extension has been quantified 
through model calibrations and cross-validations. This approach has enabled two analyses. The first one is an investigation of the 
impact of physics-based extensions on model accuracy. The second analysis is a quantitative comparison of the five model classes. 

Concerning the impact of the physics-based extensions, it has been shown that their addition does not sensibly improve calibration 
performances of most of the base models. The exception is Gipps’ model for which the addition of the only perception delay gives an error 
reduction around 10%. 

7 Please, note that the model variant with the least GoFval in a class, does not necessarily coincide with the model variant which returns the least 
ΔGoFval in the same class. In fact, the median is not a linear operator. 
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Fig. 6. Variability of (a) absolute calibration errors and (b) min–max normalized calibration errors among models. Each box plot represents the 
distribution of the 28 absolute / min–max normalized calibration errors of a specific model variant. 

Fig. 7. Absolute calibration errors per car brand and platoon. Each one of the 28 series provides calibration errors of the 90 models for an 
experiment (i.e., for a specific vehicle and platoon). Colours identify car brands, markers identify platoons. 
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Table 5 
Median calibration and validation errors of model variants, relative to the base models.   

Main 
extensions 

ID  GoFcal
1 Δ 

GoFcal 

[%] 2 

RMSE 
(s) 
[m] 

RMSE 
(v) 
[m/s] 

RMSE 
(a) 
[m/ 
s2]  

GoFval
1 Δ 

GoFcal/ 

val 

[%] 3 

Δ 
GoFval 

[%] 2 

RMSE 
(s) 
[m] 

RMSE 
(v) 
[m/s] 

RMSE 
(a) 
[m/ 
s2] 

# of collisions 
in validation 

IDM-based 
models 

Base 1 28 calibration 
experiments  

0.44  –  2.97  0.51  0.16 168 collision-free 
validation 
experiments 4  

0.51  15.9  –  3.36  0.56  0.17 0/168 
2  0.44  0.0  2.97  0.51  0.16  0.51  15.9  0.0  3.38  0.56  0.17 0/168 
3  0.45  0.0  2.97  0.51  0.16  0.50  11.1  0.0  3.35  0.56  0.17 0/168 

LVD 4  0.43  − 6.3  2.88  0.48  0.15  0.49  14.0  − 0.9  3.43  0.56  0.17 0/168 
5  0.43  ¡6.4  2.88  0.48  0.15  0.49  14.0  − 0.9  3.43  0.56  0.17 0/168 
6  0.43  − 4.9  2.88  0.48  0.15  0.50  16.3  − 0.7  3.43  0.56  0.17 0/168 

NVD 7  0.43  − 5.0  2.63  0.46  0.15  0.48  11.6  − 4.0  3.21  0.53  0.17 0/168 
8  0.43  − 5.0  2.63  0.46  0.15  0.48  11.6  − 4.5  3.21  0.53  0.17 0/168 
9  0.43  − 4.7  2.63  0.46  0.15  0.48  11.6  ¡4.6  3.25  0.53  0.17 0/168 

PD 10  0.44  − 3.6  2.93  0.49  0.15  0.51  15.9  − 0.3  3.46  0.57  0.17 0/168 
11  0.44  − 3.6  2.93  0.49  0.15  0.51  15.9  − 0.3  3.46  0.56  0.17 0/168 
12  0.44  − 3.5  2.92  0.49  0.15  0.51  15.9  − 0.3  3.51  0.57  0.17 0/168 

PD + LVD 13  0.43  − 5.9  2.87  0.48  0.15  0.50  16.3  − 0.4  3.50  0.56  0.17 0/168 
14  0.43  − 6.0  2.87  0.48  0.15  0.50  16.3  − 0.2  3.51  0.56  0.17 0/168 
15  0.43  − 4.6  2.87  0.48  0.15  0.50  16.3  − 0.3  3.49  0.56  0.17 0/168 

PD + NVD 16  0.44  − 5.0  2.62  0.46  0.15  0.49  11.4  − 3.3  3.35  0.53  0.17 0/168 
17  0.44  − 5.0  2.63  0.46  0.15  0.49  11.4  − 3.2  3.34  0.53  0.17 0/168 
18  0.44  − 4.1  2.63  0.46  0.15  0.49  11.4  − 3.7  3.44  0.53  0.17 0/168 

Gipps- 
based 
models 

Base 19 28 calibration 
experiments  

0.43  –  2.56  0.49  0.16 122 collision-free 
validation 
experiments 4  

0.54  25.6  –  3.59  0.56  0.17 10/168 
20  0.43  0.0  2.52  0.49  0.16  0.54  25.6  0.0  3.61  0.56  0.17 14/168 
21  0.43  0.0  2.54  0.49  0.16  0.54  25.6  0.0  3.60  0.56  0.17 15/168 

LVD 22  0.41  − 5.8  2.74  0.43  0.15  0.51  24.4  − 3.8  3.52  0.54  0.17 14/168 
23  0.41  − 5.7  2.68  0.43  0.15  0.52  26.8  − 4.1  3.53  0.54  0.17 14/168 
24  0.41  − 5.6  2.72  0.43  0.15  0.52  26.8  − 3.9  3.53  0.54  0.17 15/168 

NVD 25  0.42  − 3.0  2.61  0.46  0.15  0.51  21.4  − 1.2  3.51  0.54  0.17 13/168 
26  0.42  − 2.9  2.59  0.46  0.15  0.51  21.4  − 1.2  3.50  0.54  0.17 13/168 
27  0.42  − 2.9  2.59  0.46  0.15  0.51  21.4  − 1.2  3.46  0.54  0.17 13/168 

PD 28  0.39  ¡10.6  2.20  0.42  0.15  0.50  28.2  − 6.6  3.16  0.51  0.17 15/168 
29  0.39  − 10.6  2.17  0.42  0.15  0.50  28.2  ¡7.0  3.16  0.51  0.16 13/168 
30  0.39  − 10.6  2.18  0.42  0.15  0.50  28.2  − 7.0  3.16  0.51  0.16 16/168 

PD + LVD 31  0.39  − 9.0  2.37  0.40  0.15  0.52  33.3  − 6.3  3.39  0.52  0.16 29/168 
32  0.39  − 9.0  2.31  0.39  0.15  0.51  30.8  − 6.9  3.37  0.52  0.16 26/168 
33  0.39  − 9.0  2.24  0.40  0.15  0.51  30.8  − 6.9  3.36  0.52  0.17 27/168 

PD + NVD 34  0.39  − 8.2  2.39  0.41  0.15  0.50  28.2  − 4.7  3.41  0.52  0.17 30/168 
35  0.39  − 8.1  2.35  0.41  0.15  0.50  28.2  − 4.5  3.40  0.52  0.17 33/168 
36  0.39  − 8.1  2.30  0.41  0.15  0.50  28.2  − 4.8  3.41  0.53  0.17 34/168 

L-CTH- 
based 
models 

Base 37 28 calibration 
experiments  

0.43  –  2.53  0.47  0.16 97 collision-free 
validation 
experiments 4  

0.52  20.9  –  3.11  0.58  0.19 34/168 
38  0.43  0.0  2.57  0.47  0.16  0.52  20.9  − 0.1  3.11  0.58  0.19 33/168 
39  0.43  0.0  2.54  0.47  0.16  0.52  20.9  0.1  3.11  0.58  0.19 33/168 

LVD 40  0.42  − 1.4  2.55  0.46  0.15  0.55  31.0  − 1.4  3.26  0.57  0.20 45/168 
41  0.42  − 1.6  2.56  0.46  0.15  0.53  26.2  − 1.4  3.24  0.57  0.20 45/168 
42  0.42  − 1.6  2.54  0.46  0.15  0.53  26.2  − 1.6  3.28  0.57  0.20 45/168 

NVD 43  0.42  0.4  2.63  0.48  0.16  0.56  33.3  0.9  3.36  0.62  0.19 55/168 
44  0.42  0.8  2.69  0.48  0.16  0.56  33.3  0.8  3.32  0.62  0.19 55/168 
45  0.42  0.6  2.64  0.48  0.16  0.56  33.3  0.8  3.34  0.61  0.20 55/168 

PD 46  0.42  − 1.6  2.52  0.46  0.15  0.54  28.6  − 1.3  3.29  0.57  0.20 49/168 

(continued on next page) 
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Table 5 (continued )  

Main 
extensions 

ID  GoFcal
1 Δ 

GoFcal 

[%] 2 

RMSE 
(s) 
[m] 

RMSE 
(v) 
[m/s] 

RMSE 
(a) 
[m/ 
s2]  

GoFval
1 Δ 

GoFcal/ 

val 

[%] 3 

Δ 
GoFval 

[%] 2 

RMSE 
(s) 
[m] 

RMSE 
(v) 
[m/s] 

RMSE 
(a) 
[m/ 
s2] 

# of collisions 
in validation 

47  0.42  ¡1.9  2.54  0.46  0.15  0.54  28.6  − 1.7  3.26  0.57  0.19 50/168 
48  0.42  − 1.9  2.54  0.46  0.15  0.54  28.6  − 1.3  3.30  0.57  0.20 49/168 

PD + LVD 49  0.42  − 1.6  2.55  0.46  0.15  0.52  23.8  − 1.4  3.22  0.56  0.19 49/168 
50  0.42  − 1.7  2.57  0.46  0.15  0.52  23.8  − 1.8  3.22  0.56  0.19 51/168 
51  0.42  − 1.8  2.57  0.46  0.15  0.52  23.8  ¡1.8  3.23  0.57  0.19 52/168 

PD + NVD 52  0.42  1.0  2.70  0.49  0.17  0.56  33.3  1.9  3.32  0.61  0.19 63/168 
53  0.42  0.7  2.68  0.49  0.17  0.56  33.3  1.5  3.41  0.61  0.19 60/168 
54  0.42  0.9  2.68  0.48  0.16  0.56  33.3  1.3  3.33  0.61  0.19 62/168 

L-IDM- 
based 
models 

Base 55 28 calibration 
experiments  

0.47  –  2.79  0.54  0.18 76 collision-free 
validation 
experiments 4  

0.59  25.5  –  3.28  0.62  0.22 57/168 
56  0.47  0.0  2.81  0.54  0.18  0.59  25.5  − 0.2  3.23  0.62  0.21 59/168 
57  0.47  0.0  2.79  0.54  0.18  0.59  25.5  − 0.1  3.30  0.63  0.21 56/168 

LVD 58  0.46  − 5.1  2.78  0.50  0.17  0.57  23.9  − 2.5  3.21  0.62  0.20 65/168 
59  0.46  − 4.8  2.80  0.50  0.17  0.57  23.9  ¡3.6  3.22  0.61  0.20 67/168 
60  0.46  − 5.1  2.79  0.50  0.17  0.57  23.9  − 2.8  3.24  0.62  0.20 68/168 

NVD 61  0.47  − 0.8  2.91  0.52  0.18  0.62  31.9  2.7  3.65  0.68  0.22 79/168 
62  0.47  − 0.3  3.00  0.53  0.18  0.62  31.9  2.5  3.71  0.69  0.21 79/168 
63  0.47  − 0.6  2.93  0.53  0.18  0.62  31.9  2.7  3.56  0.68  0.21 80/168 

PD 64  0.46  − 2.8  2.77  0.50  0.17  0.58  26.1  − 2.2  3.28  0.62  0.20 71/168 
65  0.46  − 3.0  2.77  0.50  0.17  0.58  26.1  − 2.9  3.24  0.62  0.20 70/168 
66  0.46  − 3.4  2.77  0.50  0.17  0.59  28.3  − 2.4  3.32  0.63  0.20 70/168 

PD + LVD 67  0.45  − 5.5  2.79  0.50  0.17  0.57  26.7  − 3.3  3.30  0.62  0.20 74/168 
68  0.45  ¡5.5  2.78  0.49  0.17  0.57  26.7  − 2.0  3.32  0.63  0.20 74/168 
69  0.45  − 5.3  2.79  0.49  0.17  0.58  28.9  − 2.7  3.32  0.64  0.20 74/168 

PD + NVD 70  0.47  − 1.0  2.86  0.52  0.17  0.63  34.0  3.3  3.57  0.69  0.21 81/168 
71  0.47  − 1.2  2.95  0.52  0.17  0.62  31.9  2.7  3.57  0.68  0.22 81/168 
72  0.47  − 1.1  2.88  0.52  0.17  0.62  31.9  3.0  3.57  0.69  0.22 84/168 

L-Gipps- 
based 
models 

Base 73 28 calibration 
experiments  

0.41  –  2.40  0.45  0.16 83 collision-free 
validation 
experiments 4  

0.47  14.6  –  2.98  0.55  0.17 35/168 
74  0.41  0.0  2.39  0.44  0.16  0.48  17.1  0.1  3.02  0.55  0.18 32/168 
75  0.41  − 0.1  2.36  0.44  0.16  0.47  14.6  − 0.1  2.94  0.55  0.17 38/168 

LVD 76  0.40  − 3.7  2.45  0.43  0.15  0.47  17.5  − 1.5  3.08  0.54  0.18 56/168 
77  0.39  − 3.7  2.50  0.44  0.15  0.48  23.1  − 2.7  3.01  0.53  0.18 54/168 
78  0.40  − 3.5  2.52  0.43  0.15  0.48  20.0  − 1.8  3.08  0.55  0.18 56/168 

NVD 79  0.41  1.1  2.62  0.46  0.15  0.51  24.4  1.0  3.23  0.57  0.18 49/168 
80  0.42  1.6  2.60  0.46  0.16  0.50  19.0  1.4  3.23  0.57  0.18 51/168 
81  0.41  1.5  2.67  0.46  0.15  0.51  24.4  1.7  3.28  0.56  0.18 57/168 

PD 82  0.39  − 3.7  2.54  0.44  0.15  0.49  25.6  − 1.7  3.12  0.55  0.17 56/168 
83  0.39  − 3.6  2.37  0.44  0.15  0.47  20.5  − 2.1  3.03  0.55  0.17 55/168 
84  0.39  − 3.7  2.47  0.43  0.15  0.49  25.6  − 2.2  3.09  0.55  0.17 60/168 

PD + LVD 85  0.40  − 4.0  2.44  0.43  0.15  0.50  25.0  − 2.2  3.21  0.54  0.17 62/168 
86  0.39  − 4.4  2.46  0.43  0.15  0.48  23.1  − 3.0  3.09  0.54  0.17 61/168 
87  0.39  ¡4.6  2.43  0.43  0.14  0.48  23.1  ¡4.0  3.10  0.54  0.17 57/168 

PD + NVD 88  0.41  1.5  2.63  0.46  0.16  0.50  22.0  1.7  3.21  0.57  0.18 53/168 
89  0.41  1.3  2.66  0.46  0.16  0.50  22.0  2.3  3.24  0.57  0.18 57/168 
90  0.41  1.0  2.69  0.46  0.15  0.50  22.0  1.7  3.25  0.57  0.18 57/168  

1 GoF = median(NRMSE(s, v,a)). 
2 ΔGoF = median[(GoFID -GoFBase)/GoFBase]. 
3 ΔGoFcal/val = (GoFval -GoFcal)/GoFcal. 
4 # of experiments which are collision-free for all 18 models in the class. 
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Overall, in our experimentation we have shown that the variance of calibration errors among model variants and experiments is 
mostly explained by the experimental trajectories (82%) (the variance explained by the model formulation is around 6%). In fact, the 
ability to reproduce an observed follower’s trajectory depends on the experiment – i.e., on the combination of the trajectory of the 
vehicle in front and the brand of the following car – much more than on the model variant. Thus, depending on the experimental 
trajectories, either all models perform (more or less) satisfactorily, or all perform (more or less) poorly. This result suggests that all 
models fail to capture the behaviour of some car brands, just as models fail with some human drivers. As a conclusion, the choice of the 
“best” model is independent of the car brand to simulate. 

Calibration results show that IDM and Gipps’ CF models – which are usually applied to simulate human-driven vehicles – reproduce 
ACC vehicle dynamics more accurately than a linear controller with a CTH spacing policy – which is customarily applied to simulate 
ACCs. Across models, Gipps-based models and the linear controllers with Gipps’ equilibrium speed-spacing function were the best performing 
models in calibration. In particular, we have shown that Gipps’ distance policy is better than the customarily applied CTH policy at 
reproducing AVs trajectories (when plugged into a linear controller). It is no coincidence that Gipps’ model was originally conceived to 
interpret safe human drivers’ car-following behaviours. 

With the aim of model and extension comparison, validation results are clearly more significant than calibration ones, as they tell 
the predictive capability of a model. To this regard, the linear controller with the Gipps’ spacing policy shows the least median validation 
errors among all 90 models. Concerning model robustness, as measured by the spread between calibration and validation results, the 
IDM is the most robust base model, indeed. Its robustness to input trajectories variability is demonstrated also by the remarkable 
capability of avoiding collisions in validation experiments. This result, and the consideration that the IDM spacing policy does not 
perform satisfactorily when coupled with a linear controller, suggests that the robustness and prediction capability of the IDM are 
mainly due to the controller formulation (rather than to the model spacing policy). 

Concerning the impact of physics-based extensions, the comparative analysis of calibration and validation results suggests that the 
choice of the “best” extension is dependent on the model class. For instance, the extension of the L-Gipps controller (i.e., the model class 
achieving the least median validation error) that provides the most robust results, is the one combining linear vehicle dynamics, 
perception delay, and the MFC. Differently, the extension combining nonlinear dynamics and the MFC is the most robust one for the 
IDM. 

Results have also shown that using the NRMSE(s,v,a) as objective function in CF/ACC model calibration sensibly improves model 
robustness and transferability of calibrated parameters. This result is a confirmation of the recommendation provided in Punzo et al. 
(2021) about calibration settings and extends its validity to a considerable larger number of models (90 in this study) and to a larger 
dataset of ACC trajectories. In addition, it proves that calibrating with the NRMSE(s,v,a) enhances also model parameter robustness and 
transferability. 

In conclusion, this study shows that physics-based extensions provide limited improvements to the accuracy of existing models, and 
that it is not possible to predict what extension is the most suited for a specific model without an investigation against observed data. 
Since different levels of accuracy are exhibited by all models depending on the car brand to simulate, mixed traffic simulations aiming 
at evaluating safety and traffic efficiency of AVs, must carefully consider such limitations in order to provide meaningful results. 
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